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ABSTRACT

Rhythm is one of the most 'important factors that influence

the structure of music. However, the precise sc'ientific study of

musical rhythm perception thresholds and the hierarchy of rhythm-

influencing factors is at present still in its early stages.

Qne of the reasons for the l¿ck of quantitative knowledge

in this field is the fact that until recent years it would have been

economicalìy prohibitive to desjgn and build an electronic device with

sufficient precision to produce meaningful rhythm experiment results.

This thesis describes an electronic instrument which

synthesìzes a variable sequence of notes. The frequency, amplitude and

duration of these notes can be operator adiusted to produce a wide

variety of simple rhythm patterns with great prec'ision. The discussion

includes the theory, design and testjng of the synthesizing circuitry.
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INTRODUCT i ON

1.1 Nature of tlre Problem

l'îus i cal rhythm, an essenti al el ement of mus i c , has been

with mank'ind for thousands of years' It is surprising' therefore'

to discover that there is very little quantìtative knorvlcdge of

musical rhythnl available.

The fol'lolving paragraphs are excerpts from a paper entitled

"Experiments on thc Perceptìon of Rhythrn" by C. A. Haenselnlan of the

School of Music of the University of Manitoba. The paper briefìy

describes the nleaning of rhythnrs sonìe of the factors which affect

rhythrn perception, and sonle of the experinrental work which has aìready

been done in an effort lo understand rhythrn. The excerpts presented

below have been edited slightly for direct app'licabiìity to the subiect

nratter of thi s thes i s .

"Experiments done in the area o.f perception of musical
rhythnr indicate that there are discrepaniìes between the obiective
patterns and the way in which they are perceived. Even where an
object'ive grouping does not occur, the perceiver terld's to 'impose a
subjective groupìng on a series of reguìar'ly recurring puìses. This
nlode of rhythmic organjzation and perceptìon is classified as metric
rhythnr. ltätric r[y[[m ìs clefined as the subiective or obiective
groupìng of reguìarìy recurring events such thaÈ an accented event is
perceived with. one or nrore unaccented events.

Aì though i t i s generaì 'ly recogni zed that changes i n
intensity, duration or p'itch can create a perceived metric rhythm'
the hierarchy of inrportance of these factors in perception has not
been establishecl. Concerning thresholds at which differences jn
intensity and durat'ion are perceived, only lhat of duratìon has been
studied. Another aspect which has not been clarified'is the threshold
at which sound event3 are perceived as beìng separated by silence.



In order to contpare the obiective sound patterns with the
perceived patterns, electronic equìpment 'is being constructed which
precisely produces the duration, amplìtude and pìtch of sound events.
[.lith this equ'ipmentra series of experíments can be done which w'ill
yield data concern'ing tlre perception of rhythnlic grouping, the thres-
holds at which dìfferences in ampìitude and duration are detected,
and the hierarchial'intportance of intensity, duration and pìtch as
determinants in rhythm'ic grouping. "

If it is desired to pursue the subiects of rhythm and

rhythm perception to a greater depth than what has been presented

here, Appendix A contains a fairly substantial list of pertinent

references which were collected by Professor Haenselman.

L.2 Project Description

The purpose of this thesis is to design, construct and

test the electroníc equipment (rhythm synthesizer) mentioned in

section 1.1. The foliowing paragraphs detail the specific require-

ments of the School of Music wíth respect to the necessary capabilities

of the rhythm synthesizer.

The eiectronic cÍrcuitry which will be used by the School

of Music in their rhythm perception experiments is required to generate

a series of audible notes. To eliminat. as many variables as possible,

a "note" is defined as a time-limited block of signa'l of constant

frequency and ampi'itude. Figure 1.1 illustrates what is meant by a

"note".

The circuitry must be designed in such a way that with the

appropriate operator manipu'lation of the frequency, amplitude and

duration of the notes, a singie stressed beet can be produced on every

second, third or fourth note in the sequence. To il'lustrate this'

Figure 1"2 shows three sequences of notes with stressed beats on every



third note. The rhythm jnfluencjng factors in the three sequences

are, respectiveìy, frequency, ampl itude and duration.

All of the variables (frequency, amplitude, duration and

notes per minute) should be contìnuous'ly variable except for the

sequency'length which should be adjustable to any desired discrete

whole number value.

To determine the hierarchy of importance of the rhythm-

influencing factors, the circuitry must also be able to generate

two simultaneous rhythms. For example, the ampiitude of every third

note could be different from the preceding two and, at the same time,

the duration of every fourth note could be dífferent from the precedíng

three.

1.3 Basic Design Approach

If one examines the basic requirements of the electronic

circuit as given in sect'ion 1.2, it soon becomes obvious that the on'ly

way to achieve these requirements with reasonable precision and for

a reasonable cost is to desígn an analog 5ynthesizing section which

is controlìed by a digital logic section.

The minimum number of items needed by the synthesizing

section which will still satisfy a1ì of the requirements is six: two

variable osciallators (frequency), one fixed and one variable amplifier

(amplitude), and two variable signaì gates (duration).

The minimum requirements for the digjtal control section

are a variable clock (notes per minute control), some means of

accurately controlling the starting point and the stopping point of
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the sequence of notes (sequence control), and some means of determining

the arrival of every second, third and fourth note jn the sequence

(rhythm controì ).

It was decided that the most log'ica1 approach to the design

of the circuitry would be to have a main synthesizing section consisting

of one variabls oscillator, a fixed amplifier, and one variable

duration producer. When used in coniunction with the clock and the

sequence control, the main synthesizing section would produce a

predictable and controllable series of ident'ical notes. The rhythm

control would swìtch in the second oscillator, the varìable amplifier'

or the second duration producer at the appropriate time to complete

the desired rhythm synthesis procedure. A block diagram whìch illus-

trates the preceeding text is given in Figure 1.3.

It should also be noted at this point that the prime

objective in the design of the synthesizer was one of high precision

and high accuracy in terms of controllability, observabil'ity and

repeatability. The absolute purity of the notes in terms of harmonic

distortion and signal-to-noise ratio was not considered to be of prime

importance because the experiments in which the equipment will be

used will be ones which require the percept'ion of small relatjve

differences in the note sequences.

1.4 Schematic Diagram Information

The following four chapters detail the desìgn of the

electronic circuitry. The chapters are divided into a number of

sections, each of which deals with a specific sub-assembly of the



c'ircui try bei ng exami ned i n that particu]ar chapter. In general ,

each section contains a schemat'ic diagram which illustrates the

material in the corresponding text. The position of the indivjdual

schematic diagrams relative to the entire synthesizer circu'it is

illustrated in Appendix B.

The integrated circuits (iC's) ìn all of the schematic

diagrams are labelled. The labels begin with a two or three letter

prefix which 'indicates the electronic function of the IC. Appendix

C gives the corresponding full name and National Semiconductor part

number. Folìowìng the prefix is a single encircled letter which when

correlated to the diagram in Appendix D determines the exact physical

location of the IC on the main circuit board.

Finally, if a single IC contains more than one separate

circuit component (for example: a CD40B1 contains four individual

two-input AND gates), the encircled letter in the labei will be

followed by a number. The number corresponds to the component

number defined by Natjonal Semiconductor in their data books. If
undefined, the number corresponds to the'position of the component

in the IC data book connection dÍagram with number one beìng the

component closest to pin one and then proceed'ing around the IC

to the highest pin number. Figure 1.4 illustrates the labe'liing

procedure.
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ir ANALOG SYNTHESiZiNG C$qUlfBJ

The followjng chapter examines the design of the anaìog

section of the synthesizing circuitry. Specifically, it describes:

(a) the oscillators which produce the synthesizer

frequenci es,

(b) the amplifiers which are used to control the amp'litudes

of the signa'ls,

(c) the timers which are the duration producers, and

(d) the output circuitry wh'ich provides the final signal

processing before the powér amp'lifier"
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The oscil lators used to synthesize the des'ired frequenc'ies

are two 1M566 vo'ltage controlled oscillators (VC0). They are rela-

tiveìy inexpensive, are extreme'ly stable, and have a triangle output

which can easi'ly be diode shaped to approximate a sinusoid.

The 1M566 is frequency programmable by means of a control

vo'ltage, a timing resistor and a tìming capacitor. It was decided

that for maximum stability and tuning accuracy and a mininrum parts

count, the voltages and capacitors would be fixed and t,he resistors

would be made variable. The outputs of the oscillators are followed

by buffered single-pole high-pass filters which remove the DC compo-

nents of the triangle waves. Finally, a s'imple diode shaper, which

is shared by both oscillators, is connected between the buffered

outputs and ground to convert the triangle signaìs to waveshapes that

more closeìy approximate sínusoids. One complete oscillator (the

other one is identical ) is shown in Figure 2.1.

The timing resÍstor for a 566 is required to be between

2krrand 20ko for optimum performance of ihe oscillator. This allows

for an output frequency range of approximateìy 10 to 1.

Since most of the musical fundamentals are located between

100H2 and 1kHz, it was decfded to choose the timing capacitor and the

control vo'ltage so that this particular range would be achieved with

resistor values of between 2kn and 20kn.
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2.2 Ampl itude

The amplifiers used to control the amplitude of the signal

are two 741 op-amps employed in the inverting mode to minimize the

component count. The main amplifier has a fixed gain of 1 and the

secondary amplifier has an operator controlled variable gain of about

.4 to 2.4. Strictly speaking,the gains of the amplifiers are negative

values which means that the output is inverted around ground potentiaì

with respect to the input. However, since the synthesizer signaìs are

always either at ground potential or are symmetric around ground

potential, the minus signs are essentially of no practical consequence

and are therefore omitted for the sake of clarity.

The gain of the fixed amplifier was chosen to be 1 because

the 1.2 volt (peak-to-peak) outputs of the oscillators are already

large enough to ensure a good signa'l-to-noise ratio and yet small

enough to allow the variable amplifier to amplify the signal by at

leasi two times and still be comfortably within the linear operating

range of the 741 op-amp. The comp'lete amplifiers are shown in

Figure 2.2.

It could be argued that if a minimum parts count is desired,

then the main ampìifier should be left out completely and the secondary

one should be a non-inverting amplifier. One of the reasons for not

using this approach goes back to the basic design approach stated in

section 1.3. That is, if the amplifiers do add noise or distortion to

the signal, then the same amount must be added to the signal for both

choices of amp'litude. Furthermore, a basic non-inverting amp'lifier
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has a mininrum gaìn of 1 and it is desired to produce gains of less

than 1. Certainly, a divider network could be placed before the input

of the op-amp but then the parts count would be increased to the point

where very little or nothing is gaÍned over the chosen method. Finally,

the fixed amplifier prov'ides signal buffering which decreases the

loading effect that the succeeding stages would otherwise have on the

preced'ing ones .

The variable ampìifying ratio limits of.4 and 2.4 enable

the operator to produce a secondary signaì that is at lease 6 decibejs

(db) iarger or smal]er than the main signal. This figure was chosen

because it is well accepted that almost anyone can detect an amplitude

difference of 3db. Therefore, the amplitude control gives the operator

more than twice as much latitude (in terms of decibels) as he is

likely to need

2.3 D urat i on

The durations of the notes are controlled by two LM3905

precision timers. The timers are entireì.y self-contained and require

only a resistor and a capacitor to set the timing period and a load

resistor to limit the current through the output transistor of the IC.

The timing period of the 1M3905 is equal to the product of

the values of the timìng resistor in ohms and the timing capacitor

in farads. Furthermore, it was desired to produce durations varying

from 0 to 2 seconds. This is to allow the operator to adiust the

note durations from 0% (no note) to 100% of even the longest period

between notes. The necessity for this will become clear in sections

3. 1 and 4.5.
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l^Jith the afforementioned requirements in mind, the Suggested

Tinrìng Components graph for the 1M3905 was referred to and it was

determined that the optinrum tim'ing components were a .22yf capacitor

and a l0Movariable resistor. One complete duration tinler (the other

one is identicaì) is shown in Figure 2.3.

2.4 0utput Ci rcui try

At the output of the synthesizing circuitry, iust before

the power amplifierrit was necessary to insert an adder and a buffered

low-pass filter. The adder is an inverting variable gain amp'lifier

which takes the outputs of the main and secondary synthesizing

circuits,'adds them together, and allows the operator to control the

output amplitude of the synthesizer without affecting the relative

ampìitudes of the notes in the sequence.

To ensure that the relative amplitudes of the main and

secondary signals remain constante one of the adder input resistors

is fixed and the other one is a ten-turn trimpot which is adiusted

to exactly equal the value of the fixed resistor. The gain of the

amplifier was chosen to be from 0 to .6 which allows the maximum use

of the linear range of the power amplifier.

The one-pole iow-pass filter removes a great deal of the

undesireable high frequency noise that has crept into the sìgnal from

the digital control section. The 3db-down point of the filter is

approximately 5kHz which passes all the desired fundamental frequencies

(up to lkHz) and at least the next four harmonics. The reason for
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allowing some of the harmonics through is that the signals are diode

shaped triangìe waves and not pure sinusoids. Therefore, to maintain

a constant amplitude throughout the entire chosen range of frequencies,

it is necessary to allow some of the harmonics to pass through

unattenuated.

The output of the buffer anrplifier is connected directly

to the power amplifier inputs as well as an external'ly accessible

phone iack at the back of the synthesizer case. This is to allow the

operator to use a power amplifier and speaker system different from the

one provided. The entire output circuít is shown in Figure 2.4.
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I]I DIGITAL CONTROL CJRCUITRY

The foliowing chapter examines the design of the digitaì

control section of the synthesizer cìrcu'itry. Specifica'lly, it
describes:

(a) the main system clock which regulates the digital

control circuitry,
(b) the sequence control which governs the length of the

sequence of notes,

(c) the rhythm control which provides the digital signa'ls

which permit the production of rhythms,

(d) the duration control which ensures that spurious noise

pu'lses at the beginnings and ends of the notes are

educed to a minimum, and .

(e) the analog switches which interface the digita] control

circuitry and the analog synthesizing circuitry.
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3. i Clock

The maÍn system clock is generaiìy the heart of any digital

circuit. This one is no exception. The clock in this circuit not

onìy regulates every aspect of the dig'ital circuitry but also directly

controls the number of notes being produced per minute. 
,
l

The heart of the clock is the VCO section of an 1M565 phase

iocked loop (PLL). This IC was used instead of the almost identical

1M566 VCO because it is less expensive as well as being somewhat more

temperature stable. The advantages of the 1M566 VCO are a buffered

traìng'le wave output and a maximum frequency of lMNz as opposed to

500kHz for the 1M565. Since neither of these factors are of any

benefit in this particular application, the 1M566 was not used.

To enable the clock frequency and the duration readout

interfacing to track each other accurateìy (the reason for this js

explained in section 4.5), it is necessary to use a fixed timing

capacitor, a ten-turn trimpot for the timing resistor, and an

operator adjusted voltage to control the clock frequency. The linear

range of the VCO is controlled by an'input potential of between

approximate'ly 2.2 and 4.85 volts which provides a frequency range of

approximately 10 to 1.

To provide this control capability, a 74I op-amp is used Ín

non-inverting amp'lifier form as a voltage controlled voltage source.

The non-inverting input of the op-amp ís connected to the midpoint of

a resistor divider network at approximately 2 volts. A ten-turn trimpot is
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connected between the inverting input and ground is adiusted so that

the op-amp produces a maximum output of 4.85 volts.

To enable simple and accurate interfacing to the digital

readouts for the clock (this is explained in section 4.2) it is

necessary to adiust the trimpot on the VCO to produce a frequency

output range of 60Hz to 600H2. The VCO is followed by a digital

division section which divides the VCO output by L20. This provides

clock frequencies of.5Hz to 5Hz or, equivaìently,30 to 300 beats

per minute. This range was decided upon as being more than adequate

to cover the rhythm experiment requirements.

Finally, the divider section is followed by a one shot

which provides a 10¡s pulse at the rising edge of every divider

output cycle. The reason for this is expìained in sectÍon 3.4.

Figure 3.1 shows the entire clock circuitry.

3.2 Sequence Control

The sequence control is the section of the digital circrlitry

which starts the sequence of notes after.a command from the operator,

stops the notes after a prescribed number of them have been produced,

and then resets all of the digital circuitry in preparation for the

next note sequence.

tlhen the power switch of the synthesizer is turned on, a.5

second one shot fires which inrnediately resets all of the digital

circuitry and thereby avoids the possibility of a series of notes

being produced without intentional operator triggering. t^lhen the

start button is pushed, the output of a D-type flip-flop (FF), which
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is being used as a bistable multivibrator, goes high and allows the

clock pulses to pass through an AND gate to the rest of the circuìtry.

The clock pulses go to the'input of the first of two cascaded

decade counters which provide a maximum sequence count capability of

99. When the outputs of the decade counters match the sequence length

chosen by the operator, an AND gate forces the previousìy mentioned

FF output to zero which removes the clock pulses from the rest of the

circuitry. Finally, two oneshots provide consecutive pu'lses which

once agaÍn reset and set the control cÍrcuitry in preparation for the

next note sequence.

Since the decade counters stop the sequence immediately at

the rising edge of the nth note, on'ly n-l notes will be heard. To

avoid this, a FF followed by a'low-pass network was inserted between

the clock output and the clock enable terminal of the first decade

counter. In the set position, the FF keeps the clock enable terminal

high which disables the clock terminal of the decade counter. The FF

output goes iow at the arrival of the first operator triggered cloek

pu'lse. The lowpass network is chosen with a time constant of approx-

imately 1ms which keeps the clock enable high during the entire first
cìock pulse but allows it to go low before the second pulse arrives.

This timing procedure appiies to the entire available range of system

cl ock rates.

An operator controlled stop button which immediately halts

the note sequence when depressed is also provided. The entire sequence

control is shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.3 Rhythnr Control

The rhythnr control provides the capab'i1ity for the digital

control circuitry to switch in the second VCO, the variable amp'lifier,

or the second duration timer at the appropriate position in the note

sequence.

Since the School of Music only requires the capability to

tailor every second, third, or fourth note, it was decided to solve

the r hythm control prob'lenr by using groups of shift registers.

The first group of four D-type flip-flops is hooked up in

a continuous ìoop such that the output of each one goes to the input

of the next. l^lith the shift reg'isters amanged in this fashion, if
the output of on'ly one of them is high at any point in tíme, then

that same one will npt go high again until four clock pu]ses later.

In the "ready" position of the synthesizer, the output of one FF is

set to high and the other three are reset to low. The control

signal for a beat on every fourth note is taken from the output of

the FF which was initially set to high.

The second group of shift regist"rs is set up sim'ilarly to

the first group except that there are on'ly three flip-flops. This

group obviousìy provides the control signal for a beat on every third

note. The third group, which provides a beat on every second note is

merely a single FF with the output tied back to the input through an

i nverter "

The various terminals of the flip-fìops are hooked up such

that at the end of a note sequence, when the reset and set pul ses are
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generated , al I the fl i p-f1 ops

desi gnated control si gna'l FF

entire rhythm control circuit

will be reset to low except for the

in each group vrhich is set to high. The

is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4 Duration Control

In section 2.3, a timer or "duration producer" was described.

Obvious'ly the timer must be triggered by the system clock so that the

time betv¡een the beginnings of any two consecutive notes in a sequence

is the same as the time of one cycle of the desired notes per minute

rate.

The problem is that the clock must also perform all of the

digital control tasks. If the duration timers are triggered at

exactly the same time as the flip-flops in the rhythm control are

clocked, the beginnings of the notes are plagued by spurious noise

pulses injected into the analog circuitry from the settling digital

circuitry. To alleviate this prob'lem it is necessary to deìay the

beginning of the duration pulses 10¡s beyond the start of the notes

per minute clock pulse. This expla'ins the need for the one shot in

Figure 2.L. The inverting output of the 10¡s one shot is tied to the

input of a l¡s one shot which in turn triggers the duration timers.

Another probìem arises when the timers "open" and "close"

and allow a certain portion of the desired oscijjator frequency to

pass. Looking at Figure 3.4.1 we see how, in general, the timer

triggered directly by the clock might pass a certain "block" of

signal to pioduce a note. In the example sl:own, rather than hearing

a singìe pure tone, one would hear a smajl "tick" followed immediately

by the note which would end in an even louder "tick".
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These audible "tÍcks" or "pops" are caused by the speaker

attemptìng to follow the steep waveforms at both ends of the note.

Filtering the signal is a poor solut'ion because any filter that would

smooth out the waveform at the maximum frequency of lkHz would obvjously

be ineffective at 100H2. In addition, ânY filter that would be

effective at even a sing'le fixed frequency would have to have a sharp

cut-off sìope which would introduce severe signal distortion due to

phase shift and signal overshoot at the end of the note. I

The only acceptabìe solution to the "tick" problem seemed

to be to incorporate a zero-crossing detector into the duration

timer output circuit. That is, the timer wi1ì go high but no signal

will pass until the oscillator signai comes to a zero crossing

point (ground potential). Simjlarly, the signal will not be cut off

until both the timer output has gone iow and the VCO s'ignal has come

to a zero crossing. Using this method, audible "ticks" would be

reduced to a minimum. Figure 3 .4,2 illustrates the effect.

The circuitry used to implement this concept is shown in

Figure 3.4.3. The oscillator signal goes to a comparator which

produces a square wave from the sine wave with the vertial portions

of the square wave corresponding to the points at which the sine wave

crosses zero or ground potentia'I. The square wave triggers two 1¡s

one shots - one on its rising edge and one on its falling edge. The

outputs of the one shots are connected to an EXOR gate. The output

of the EXOR gate is therefore a series of lus puises at twice the

desired oscillator frequency. These pulses go to one input of each
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of four two-input AND gates. The other AND gate inputs are controlled

by the duration timers as shown. The outputs of the AND gates are

connected to the set and reset terminals of flip-flops used as

bistable multivibrators. The outputs of the flip-f'lops are now the

modified timer outputs which perform the duration producing function.

This modification introduces no duration readout error because the

outputs of the flip-flops rather than the timers are used to determine

the duration length.

The only negative side effect is that the duration is no

longer continuously variable but discretized. In other words, the

duration can only be adjusted to values which are integral multiples

of twicel the oscillator frequency. At the worst possible case of

discretÍzation, that is, ât a ciock rate of 300 beats per minute and

an oscillator frequency of 100 Hz, the smallest achievable duration

change is 2.5% of the clock rate. At a more typica'l clock rate of

i.20 beats per minute and an oscillator frequency of 400 Hz, the

smallest duration change is .25%. This restriction is undoubtedly

much more tolerable than the annoyance of a sequence of notes filled

with "ticks" and "pops" of varying intensities.

3.5 Analog Switches

A'll of the analog synthesizing circuitry and all of the

digital control circuitry mentioned thus far are of no use if they

cannot be interfaced in an acceptable manner" The solution to thÍs

problem comes in the form of CMOS analog sw'itches. These devices are

There are two zero crossings per oscillator cycle.
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used wherever a person requires the ability to electronically switch

an analog or dìgital signal on or off quickly and accurateìy. Each

ana'log switch has an 'input, an output, and a control terminal . The

svritch is closed when the voltage at the control terminal is high

and is open when the control voltage is low. So vital are these

devices to the operation of the synthesizer that their ent:ire speci-

fications are reprinted 'in Appendix E.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the positìon of the analog switches

in the synthesizer circuitry. lnlith all three of the manually adiusted

four position switches as shown, the maín analog synthesizing modules

will produce a series of identical notes. Note that though both

modified duration producers close their corresponding analog switches

at every clock pulse, only one of them will pass a signal because

of the pass/bìock operation of the third pair of analog switches.

To demonstrate the operation of the rhythm control, supposer

for example, that the operator swítches manual switch one to position

two, manual switch two to position three, and manual switch three to

position four. It should be easy to see,that every second note would

be the frequency of osc.illator two instead of oscillator one, that

every third note would have an amp'litude determined by ampiifier two

instead of amplifier one, and that every fourth note would have a

duration determr'ned by modified duration producer two instead of one.
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IV DIGITAL READOUT INTERFACING

The following chapter examines t.he design of the jnterfacing

circuitry between the synthesizer variables and their correspond'ing

digital readouts. Specìfically, it describes:

(a) the MM74C926 counter/driver which greatly simplifies

the task of readout interface design in this particular

appl ication and

(b) the distinctive interface circuitry which 'is necessary

for each of the individually monitored synthesizer

vari abl es .
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4.t I ntroducti on

The task of interfacing the varjous variable functions in

the circu'itry to seven segment displays was significantly s'impl ified

through the use of a very flex'ible integrated circuit - the I'1M74C926.

This iC is basically a four digjt counter with nlult'iplexed'seven

segment output drivers. The counter section has a clock 'input and

is controlled by a reset terminal and a'latch enable termìnal. The

driver sectjon is entirely se'lf-contajned and only requires seven

current limiting resistors and four transistors to switch the seven

segment dÍsplays. A typical disp'lay system employing the l'1M74C926

is shown in Figure 4.i.1. Like the ana'log switches, the counter/

driver is so vita'l to the operation of the synthesizer that its

data sheet has been reprinted in Appendix F.

The digital readouts or displays on the front panel of

the synthesizer are all driven directly by MM74C926's. l,Jhen the

reset terminal is pulsed, the counter goes to zero and begins to

count the pulses entering the clock termìnal. When the latch enable

terminal is pulsed, the IC latches onto ánd displays whatever number

is in the counter at the time of the pulse and will contìnue to

dispìay that particular number until the latch enable is pulsed

again.

Obviousìy, with the type of operation just described, the

readouts cannot be updated continuous'ly but rather at discrete inter-

vals. In fact, the longer the time between the reset pulse and the

latch enable pulse, the greater the ratio between the sample time
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and the time of a single counter clock cycle and hence the greater

the accuracy of the readout value. It was found that an update sample

time of .5 seconds was about optimum for this applicat'ion. This time

period is long enough for good accuracy and yet short enough so that

the operator does not become impatient wait'ing for readout updat'ing

whi I e adj ust'ing some vari abl e .

To produce the .5 second sample time, an 1M3905 precision

timer is used. The timer is triggered by a free-runn'ing LM565PLL-VC0

operating at about l. [z. The timer itself is fine tuned with a ten-

turn trimpot. The output of the timer is connected to two 1¡s one

shots - one which produces a pulse at the rising edge of the timer

output, and one which produces a pulse at the fal]ing edge. These

two puìses, appêaring .5 seconds apart, are the control signals for

the counter/drivers for all the readouts except for those corresponding

to the duration values. The sample time control circuit is shown in

Figure 4.I.2.

4.2 Cl ock

In section 3.L it was stated that the 30 to 300 beats per

minute are produced by dividing the output of a 60 to 600H2 VCO by

720. The reason for this is to enable the output of the system clock

VCO to be directly connected to the clock terminal of the corresponding

counter/dri ver. Si nce the samp'le t'ime i s . 5 seconds , the di spl ay wi I l

direct'ly show the number of notes being produced per minute. For

example, if the operator wished to have 90 beats per minute he would

adiust the appropriate potentiometers until the dispìay read 90. This
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would correspond to a VCO frequency of 1B0Hz which when div'ided by

120 would produce a frequency of 1.5H2 or 90 beats per mÍnute.

The display section for the clock is similar to Figure 4.1.1

except that onìy digits B, C and D are used. The reset and latch

enable pulses come from the sample tìme control and, as mentioned

previously, the clock terminal of the counter/driver is connected

to the VCO output of the system clock.

4.3 Frequency

The frequency display sections are exactly as shown in

Figure 4"1.1 with the reset and latch enable puìses coming from the

sampìe time control circuitry of Figure 4.I.2. However, production

of the appropriate signaìs for the frequency counter/driver clock

inputs proved to be a bit of a prob'lem. Since the samp'le tíme is

.5 seconds, it is necessary to provide the clock terminals of the

frequency ccunter/drivers with clock rates of exactly twice the

oscillator frequencies for accurate frequency disp'lay readings.

Since the clock terminal of the t4M74C926 can count short

duty cycle pu'lses as easi'ly as square waves, strings of puìses at twice

the oscillator frequencies were produced by using a circuit as shown

in Figure 4.2.1. The operation of the frequency doubler is described

ìn the following paragraph (refer to Figure 4 .2.2)

Just before the beginning of a square wave, inputs 1 and 2

are low causing the EX0R output to be low. l^lhen the oscilìator goes

high, input 1 immediately goes high as does the output of the EXOR

gate. Input 2 does not go high until it crosses the "turn-on" point
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of the EXOR input which takes about .lms. When this occurs, the output

of the gate goes 1ow. lnlhen the oscil lator goes iow, input 1 ìmmediately

goes'low but input 2 does not. This causes the EXOR output to go high

once again. Final'ly, after about .lmso the capacitor has discharged

sufficient'ly for input 2 to also go low which the gate output immediately

follows. Thus we have two puìses for one oscillator cycle.

It should be noted that with the RC as shown, the circuit
witl safe'ly double oscillator frequencies up to about 5kHz before the

EXOR output puìse widths approach the time duration of one-half

osciliator cycìe. This means that the frequency doubler wili operate

satisfactorily for all requ'ired oscillator frequencies.

nû. Ampl itude

The circuitry between the variable amplifier and the

amplitude readout is the most complex of all the interfacing circuitry.

It was decided to take the signal from the output of the variable

amplifier and convert it to a DC voltage which is proportional to the

amplitude of the signal. After suitable.conditioning, the DC voltage

is fed to the control terminal of a VC0. When properly adjusted, the

VCO frequency increases or decreases in direct proport'ion to the

amp'litude increase or decrease of the signal. The amplitude interface

circuit is shown in Figure 4.3.

The first two op-amps and related components are the AC to

DC converter. This circuit is very common and can be found in prac-

tically any book on op-amp app'lications and will therefore not be

analyzed here. Suffice it to say that it produces a DC output from
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an AC signaì input. The choice of the value of the capacitor in the

feedback section of the second op-amp requires some care. The larger

the capacitance, the purer the DC output. However, the reaction time

of the converter is slowed with increas'ing capacitance. The val.ue

finally chosen was the largest capacitance possible which would not

cause any noticeable 1ag in readout update during operator adjustment

of the amplitude. The ten-turn trimpot in the feedback path of the

second op-amp is adjusted so that the control voltage at the output

of the third op-amp is in the centre of the VCO's linear operat'ing

region when the variable ampìifier is at unity gain.

It is a characterístic of the LM565PLL-VC0 that the output

frequency increases in direct proportion to control voltage decrease.

For this reason the third op-amp: usêd as a difference amp'lifier, is

inserted to condition the output of the AC to DC converter for suitable

interfacing with the VCO. The capacitor in the feedback ìoop of the

third op-amp provides further control signal smoothing.

Finally, the VCO timing capacitor and ten-turn trimpot were

chosen and adjusted to provide an output frequency which is twice the

value, in percent, of the variabìe amplìfier ampìitude relative to

the fixed amp'lifier amp'litude. Since the samp'le time is .5 seconds,

the amplitude display, which, like the clock disp]ay, usês oniy digits

B' C and D, directly shows the correct value.

4.5 Durati on

The interfacing for the duration readouts is different from

the other readouts in that the .5 second sample time control is

used. The output of each modified duration producer is connected

all

not
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to two l¡s one shots - one which is triggered on the ris'ing edge of

the duration pulse and one which is triggered on the falling edge.

These one shots are connected to the reset and latch enable terminals

of the appropriate counter/driver and direct'ly control the sample

time of the duration readout circu'itry.

The clock inputs of the duration counter/drivers are

connected to the output of an LM565PLL-VC0. This VCO has a fixed

timing capacitor and a ten-turn trimpot and is controlìed by the

same operator adjusted voltage which controls the system clock VCO.

l^lith the circuitry arranged in this fashion and with the trimpot

adjusted suitably, the duration readouts display the duration of

the notes in percent of the total time between notes as set by the

notes per minute controls. This was decided upon as l¡eing the most

useful as well as the most easily adjustable method of duration

display. Like the clock and amp'litude dispiays, only digits B, C and

D are used in the duration readout.

If the duration timers are triggered by the system clock

after the sequence control AND gate, then adjustments to the durations

will be possib'le only when the synthesizer is playing. This is

clearly undesirable. 0n the other hand, to be able to adjust the

durations at all times, it is necessary to trigger the timers with

the system clock before the sequence control AND gate. This would

cause the synthesizer to p'lay continuously from the tíme it is shut on

until the time it is shut off. This is cìearly even more'undesirable.
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The entire problem is solved by the additìon of a FF and

two AND gates as shown in Figure 4.4. In this circuit, the timers

are being triggered by every clock pu'lse and consequently can be

adiusted at any time. However, the duration outputs are not allowed

to pass to the ana'log switches until the first operator-triggered

clock pu'lse has passed through to the rest of the circuit. This

first pulse forces the FF output to the high state which "turns on"

the duration AND gates. Inlhen the sequence of notes is over, the

sequence control reset pulse causes the FF output to go low which

effectively cuts off the duration pulses from the analog switches.
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V M]SCELLANEOUS CIRCUITRY

The following chapter examines the design of the necessary

synthesizer circuitry which was not covered in the previous three

chapters. Specifical'ly, it describes:

(a) the integrated circuit audio power amp'lifiers,

(b) the synthesizer power supply, and

(c) the power supply protection circuitry.
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5. i Power Ampl i fi ers

The output of the un'ity gain buffer ampìifier shown in

Figure 2.4 is tied to both inputs of an 1M378. The LM37B is an

'integrated circuít that contains two independent audio power amp'l'i-

fiers. Each ampìifier can deljver up to four watts into u, art load

(typical speakelimpedance) if adequate heat sinking is provided.

The external components of the ampl ifiers have been chosen

to produce a voltage gain of 10. This value is'large enough to

ensure that the LM37B operates comfortably within its stable region

and yet ís small enough to allow the preamplifier circuitry to

operate with signal s which are of sufficient ampl itude to ensure

a good overall signal-to-noise ratio.

1'he output of one of the power amplifiers is used to drive

the internal synthesizer speaker. The speaker can be switched on

or off as desired. The output of the second amp'lifier is tied to
a standard phone jack at the back of the synthesizer case. ThÍs

enabl es the use of an external speaker or headphones.

5.2

Figure 5.1 shows the entire power amplifier-speaker circuit.

Power Suppjy

There is nothing extremely noveì about the power supply

A 20V-14 transformer is used to step down the standard 120 VAC

to an appropriate level. A fujl wave diode bridge'is used to

the transformer secondary output signal and a pair of 4700 uF

design.

vo'ltage

recti fy
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capacitors are used to provide pre'liminary filtering. The capacitors

are connected in series and the point between them, which ís tied to

the centre tap of the transformer secondary, is the designated common

or ground for the entire electroníc circuit.

if the ground point is designated as 0V, then the potentials

at the extreme ends of the filter capacitors are approximately +13V

and -13V. The transformer was specifical'ly chosen to produce this

potential after rectification and filtering. The reason is that some

of the voltage regulators used in the circuit require at jeast BV to

maintain line regulation and some of them are damaged if the input

voltage exceeds 25V. The chosen regu'lator input potential of tl3V

is therefore both adequate and safe for all of the reguiators used

in the circuit.

Since high qua'lity integrated circuit voltage regulators

are now extremely 'inexpensive (approximately $3.50 for the negative

and $1.70 for the positive ones chosen), a total of sìx of them are

used in the synthesizer. All of the analog circuitry except for the

power amplifiers and two op-amps is supplied by a pair of regulators

at +5V and -5V" An additíonal regu'lator at +6V provides the positive

suppiy for the previously mentioned op-amps which must be able to

de'liver up to +4.85V at their output terminals to control some voltage

controlled oscialiators. Since the internal biasing of the op-amps

used requires about.6V, the +5V regulator can obviously not meet

their needs.
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The power amplifier has its own pair of regulators at +6v

and -6V. The reason for thís is the amp'l'ifier draws a consiclerable

amount of current and it draws it in pulses as the notes are played.

This sudden loading of the regu'lator outputs could cause as much as

a 250mv change in the ic supply voltage which would unnecessarily

disturb the other ana]og circuitry if the same regulators were to be

used for all of the analog integrated circuits. 
I

Finally' the digital circuitry is supp'lied by its own separate

+5V regulator. This is done to decrease the amount of contam'ination

of the analog signals by voltage spikes which are fed into the analog

circuitry through the suppìy lines from the cligital integrated circuits.
In fact, so great was the effect of the multip'lexers in the counter/

drivers on the rest of the circuitry that it.was necessary to isolate

them further by inserting an inductor and a capacitor. Onìy then was

the supp'ly line transmitted noise brought to an acceptably low level.

The entire power supply circuit is shown in Figure 5.2.

Protection Circuitry

The MM74C926 counter/driver, though very versatile in
most respects, has a rather limited supply voìtage range when compared

to most cMOs integrated circuits. It operates with a supply of 3v to
6V and has an absolute maximum rating of 6.5v beyond which it could

be damaged. Since the MM74C926 is also relative'ly expensive (gi5 each)

and there are six of them in the synthesizer, ìt seemed a rather

prudent idea to include some circuitry which would protect them should

the voltage regulator fail and the output rise to the regulator input
potentiaì of +13V.

5.3
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The protection circuitry consists of a 3/4A fast-blow fuse

inserted ìnto the +13V line, a 104 power transistor, and a 5.1 volt

zener diode. The elements are installed in such a way that if the +5V

digital regulator output goes higher than 5.1 volts, the zener turns

on the power transistor which immediate'ly blows the fuse.

It was then determined that with the addition of one more

5.LV zener diode at the output of the +5V analog regulator, all of the

analog circuitry would also be protected since the analog integrated

circuits will not be damaged unless both of the +5V and -5V regu'lators

would fail and go to their respective input voìtage values of +L3V

and -13V

The complete protection circuitry and its position withìn

the power supp'ly is shown in Figure 5.3.
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VI TESTING

The following chapter examines the testing of the completed

rhythm synihesizer. Specifically' it describes:

(a) the apparatus used to perform the test'ing'

(b) the testíng procedure that was employed, and

(c) the quantitative results of the testing'
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6.1 Apparatus

The following equipment was used in the testing of the

comp'l eted rhythm synthes i zer:

Philips PM3210 Dual Trace Oscilloscope

Advance Instruments TCSA Timer-Counter 
:

i

(accuracy: tsppm after 20 minute warm-up)

HP3476A Digitaì Multimeter

(accuracy: DC vol ts - x.3%

AC vol ts

AC amps

- !I.5%

- tz%)

It should be noted here that Hewlett-Packard (HP) is one

of the most highly respected manufacturers of precision electronic

test equ'ipnrent in the worl d. Their product specì fications are

generaìly very conservative. For example, the DC volts mode of

the HP3476A was measured on a standard voltage cell in the University

of Manitoba's Standards Laboratory and was found to have an accuracy

of better than .1% (limit of the digitaì readout). This value is at

least three tìmes better than the pubf irh.d rp..ification.

6.2 Procedure

The synthesizer was tested using the equ'ipment listed ìn

section 6.1. Frequency measurements were made using the counter mode

and duration measurements were made us'ing the timer mode of the TC9A

Timer-Counter. AC amp'litude measurements were made using the osc'il'loscope
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and the AC volts mode of the HP multimeter. DC voltage levels were

measured using the DC volts mode of the HP mult'imeter. F'inally, in

order to determine the power consumption' an assumed input voltage

value of 120VAC was combined with current readings obtained by using

the AC amps mode of the llP multimeter.

6.3 Resul ts

After calibration (as described in Appendix F)' the entire

synthesizer circuitry was tested a number of times over a period of

about a week, The data from all of the tests was compiled, analyzed,

and is presented in the following paragraphs.

Since the timer in the sample time control directly affects

the accuracy of al1 of the readouts except forthosecorresponding to

durations, it is undoubtedly the most critical part of the synthesizer

in terms of the need for precise calibration. It was found that

immediateìy upon be'ing turned on, the timer value was generally about

.25% high or around .50125 seconds rather than .5 seconds. However'

after a warm-up period of about ten minu'bes, it settled to an accuracy

of better than t.05%.

The main system clock was found to produce clock rates of

around 26 to 330 beats per minute. The corresponding dispìay reading

is taken directly from the output of the clock VCO. Therefore, the

accuracy of the notes per minute readout is w'ithin 1.05 of the reading

plus t.5 in the least significant digit (LSD). The t.5 in the LSD is

digitization round off error which can be drastically decreased by

careful operator adiustment of the control s.
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l,lhen measured direct]y, it was found that the oscillators

produced frequencies from about 90Hz to 4kHz with the greatest stability

and controllability being in the range of 90Hz to lkHz. The rms values

of the oscillator output s'ignals remained constant throughout the

desired frequency range dropping only about .3db at lkHz due to the

effect of the output'low-pass filter. As was the case in the clock

readout, the accuracy of the frequency readout is dependent upon the

accuracy of the t'imer in the sample time control circuit. Taking

the warmed up value of x.05% and keeping the digitization error in

mind, we find that the worst inaccuracy is at lkHz where the readout

Value is within tlHz of the actuai frequency. At 100H2, the accuracy

is within t.55Hz of which t.5Hz is due to round off error

lhe amplitude of the output as modified by the variable

amp'lifier was found to be adiustabte from about 38% to 240% of the

amplitude of the fixed ampìifier. The output of the AC to DC

converter was exactly proportional (within the accuracy of the HP

nultimeter) to the rms value of the signa'l over the entire range of

16db. Since the amp'litude dispìay cir.uir., is designed essentiaìly

the same as the clock display, the accuracy of the amplitude readout

in the range of 50% to 200% is within 1.05% of the readíng (if the

multimeter readings are taken to be exact) pl us t.5 in the LSD.

The modified duration timers were found to produce pulse

widths of 0 to about 2.2 seconds. Sjnce the timers produce their

own reset and latch enab'le pulses there is essentiajly no sample time

error. However, since the duration VCO and the cìock VCO are controlled
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by the same voitage (section 4.5), there is some error introduced

into the duration readout by the mistracking of the two voltage

controlled oscillators due to s'light differences in their voltage-

frequency curves. It was found that from cl ock rates of 30 to 300

beats per minutes, the duration VCO output frequency inaccuracy was never

more than x[% of the reading. It should be noted that though the

absolute error relative to the system clock readout is within t1%'

since both of the duration displays use the same VCO for their counter/

driver clock inputs, the relatiVe effor between the two duration

readouts ìs zero. In addition, there is also the t'5 in the LSD

i naccuracy.

The maximum rms signal-to-noise ratio of the synthesizer,

as measured by the AC volts mode of the t{P multimeter and checked on

the oscilloscope was found to be about 70 db. This value was determined

with the amplifier gain at maximum. hlith the synthesizer output

adjusted to volumes which were comfortab'ly room filling, the rms

signa'l-to-noise ratio was between about 50 and 60 db'

The average power consumption o, the synthesizer is about

L7 watts.



VI I CONCLUSIONS

An electronjc rhythm synthesizer has been designed, constructed

and tested. The accuracy and precision of all maior components of the

synthesizer are extreniely high - definitely beyond the jimits of human

detection and, in some cases, beyond the limits of high quality test

i ns truments .

It is sincerely hoped that all of the requirements and

expectatronsof the School of Musjc of the University of Manitoba have

been met or exceeded and that the synthesizer will simplify' as much

as possible, the technical aspects of their forthcoming series of

rhythm perception exPeriments.
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LABEL

FF

DCD

XOR

ASl^|

INV

AND

OR

0sH

APPENDiX C

LIST OF JC'S

DESCRI PTION

Dual D flip-fìop

Decade counter/di vider

Quad EXCLUSIVE-0R

Quad bilateral switch

Hex inverter

Quad 2-input AND

Quad 2-input 0R

Dual one-shot

4 digìt counter/driver

Hìgh speed dual comparator

-5 volt regu'lator

-6 volt regulator

+5 volt regu'lator

+6 volt regulator

Dual 4 watt audio amp'lifier

Phase locked loop

Voltage control led oscillator

Precision timer

Operationaì ampl if,ier

PART NUMBER

cD4013

cD4077

cD4030

cD4066

cD4069

cD4081

MM74C32

M474C227

MNV4C926

1M319

LM320T-5.0

LM320T-6.0

LM340T-5.0

LM340T-6.0

1M378

1M565

1M566

Llvl3905

LT[74I

CMP

vc0

0sc

TMR

OPA
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APPTNDIX E

DATA ON THT MM74C926

f,l n¡ 74 C 9 2 5, rÃM7 4 Cg 2- 6, M M7 4 C927, M rr474 C g 2 B
4-ctigit courìters with multiplexed 7-segment output drivers
getreral descriptiorr
Ttrese Cl¡lOS countcrs consist of a 4.digit counter, an
internal output latch, NPN output sourcing dr¡vers for
a 7-sÞgment display, and ¿n internal multiplexing
circuitry urith fou¡ nrultiplexing outpurs. The mrrlti-
plexing circuit has its own frec.running oscillator,
and requires no external clock. The countcrs advance
on negat¡ve edge of clock. A high signal on the Reset
¡nput will reset the countcr to zero, and reset the carry-
out low. A low signal on the Latch Enable input wili
latch the number irr the coun¡ers into th; ¡nternal our.
put latches. A high sìonal orr Display Select input will
select the number in thc counter to bc displayed; a lorv
level signal on the Display Select will select the number
in the output f¿tch ro be displayed,

The MM74C925 is a 4.clecade counrer and has Latch
Enable, Clock and Reset inputs.

The MM74C926 is like the MM74C925 except thar it
has a display select and a c¿rry.out used for cascading
counters. The carry-out signal goes high ar 6000,
goes b?ck low at 0000,

The tt4M74C927 is like the MM74Cg26 exceÞr rhe
second most significant digit div¡des by 6 rather than 1 0.
Thus, if the clock input frequency is 10 Hz, the d¡splay
would read tenths of seconds and minutes (i.e., 9:59.9).

The MM74C928 is like the MM74C926 exceot the most
significant d¡gi1 d¡vides by 2 rather rhan 1O and the

carry.out is an ovcrflow indicator which ¡s high at
2000, and it gocs back low only when the counter is

reset. Thus, th¡s is a 3 1l2-digit counter.

f eatures
E W¡de supply voltage range 3V to þV
a Guaranteed noise margin lV
n High noise immunity 0.45 V6ç typ
ñ H¡gh segment sourc¡ng current 40 mA

@ Vcc - 1.6V, Vs. = 5V
E Internal rnultiplexing circuitry

design consideratíons
Segment resistors are desirable to minimize power
dissipation and chip heating. The Di,17æ92 serves as e
good d¡g¡t driver when it is cfes¡red to drive bright
displays. When using tllis drivcr wilh a 5V suppiy at
room temperature, the d¡splay can be driven wiihout
segment resistors to full illumination. The user rnust use
caution in lhis mode horvevcr, to preverì! overhearing oí
the device by using too high a supí:ly voltage or by
operating at high ambient temper¿lures.

The input protection circuítry consists of a scries resístor,
and a diode to ground. Thus input si3nals exceecling
V6s will ßol bc clamped. This ¡nput signal should not be
allowed to exceed 1 5V.

connection diagrams
Þu¿l-ln.Line Packag€

MM74C925
Oual.ln-Lino Packago

MM;4C926, MM74C927 a¡rd MM74C928

I I ,YL,L * lør oro

functional
Resct

Display Selcct

Låtch Enablo

clescriptíon
- Asynchronous, active high

- H¡gh, d¡splays output of counrer
Low, rlisplays outptrt of latch

- High, flow throrrgh condition
. Low, latch concJition

- Ncf¡ôt¡vr: orjqo scrtsitivo

Scgmont Output

Digit Output

Carrv.out

- Current sourcing with 80 mA @

Vour I Vcc - 1.6V rypical.
Also, sink capabil¡ty.2 LTTL. 
loads

- Current sourcing with 1 mA @

V6ur o 1.75V. Also, sinr capa.
bilitY*2LTTLlo¿ds

- 2 LTTL load¡. See carry€ut
wavolorñs.

| (¡rrH 0'91^r &{f tú
It^!ll fft¡cf
l0rv¡li
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absolute lnaxinrum
Voltôgc at Any Out¡rut Pin

Voltagc at Any Input Pin

ratir'ìgs (Norc t )

Gn<j - o.3V 10 Vcc+0.3V
Gnd-0.3V(o+l5V

-40"c ro +85"c
-€5"c ro +1 so"c

Refer to Po(uax) vs Ta GraPh

Operating Tcm¡:crature Rangc (T¡l
Storagr: Ternpcraturo Range

Package Dissipation
Opcrating Vç6 ßange
vcc
Lcad Temperature (Soldering, 10 scconds)

dc electrical charaiter¡stics Min/max TJ < +85'C, unlcss otherwise noted.

3V to 6V
6.5V

300'c

limits apply at -40"C <

cMos To cr¿os

V¡ry{rt Logical "1 " Input Vollage

VrN{o) Logical "0" Input Voltage

Vorrril LoOical "'l"Output Volt¿gc

(Carry.out and Org;t Output

OnlY)

Vorlrol Logical "0" Output Voltage

lrru6) Logical "l" lñput Currenl

IrNfo) Logicat "0" Input Current

lcc Supply Current

Vcc = 5.0V

Vcc = 5.0V

Vsq = 5.0V. lo = -10/A

Vcc = 5.0V, lo = l0¡A
Vçq = 5.0V, VrN = 15V

Vçç - 5.0V, V,i¿ = 0V

V6g = 5.0V, Outpurs Open Circuit,

V¡ry = 0V or 5V

3.5

4.5

-1.0

0.005

-o.005

ôE

1000

tt+

tA
uA

CMOS/LPfTL INTERFACE

V¡Nfi) Logical "l" lnput Voltage

V¡¡¡(o) Logical "0" lnput Voltage

Vourril. Logìc¿l "1" OutPUt VolÌaqe

(Car.Y-Out and D¡9¡t

Output Onlv)

Vour(ol Logical "0" Outpui Voltage

Vcc = 4.75V

Vs6 = 4.75V

V.ç = 4.75V,

lo = -360P4

Vcc = 4.75V,

lo = 360¡tA

vcc-1.5

0.8

0.4

OUTPUT DRIVE

lour = -65 mA, Vcc = 5V, T¡ = 25"C
f r. = 199"6l^,,- = -40 mA. V.^ = 5V I J'uu r .v ... ., . uL t T, = ISO'C

four = -65 mA, V6s = 5V, It - zV"C

f r, = loo'c
lour . -40 nrA, Vq6 = 5V L. = f SO"CI 'l

Vcc = 4.75V, Vour - 1.75V, Tl r lsOoC

Vcc . 5V, Vour E OV. Tl E 25ôG

Vcc . 5V, Voul . Vcc, Tl . 25"C

MM74C9?5 (Note 4Ì

MM74 C926, MHIT 4C927, MM7¡C928

VCC- l.O
Vcc-2

-l

-1.75

t.tJ

vcc-1.3
vcc-1.2
vcc-1.4

30

0.6

-2

-J.J
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Vour Output Voltöge (Segment

Sourcing Output)

r¿

n
f¿

fc

Output tìesistanæ (Segment

Sourcing Output)

Output Resistðnce (Segmenl

Outpull Temperalure Coef f icient

Oulput Source Current

(Digit Outpur)

Output Source Current

{Csrry€ut)

Output Sink Current

{All Ourputs)

Thermol Resistance

40

50

0.8

lsou sc¡

lsounc¡

lsrru r

Nots 1: "Absolute Max¡mum Ratinlr" are tholo v¡fuú5 b!.yond wlìich rlìB ralcty of tho duvico c¡nnot ba guarontco(i. ErccÞt lor "Opcrõ1in0
fl!rìqc" thev ¡rs ôot me¡ôt to imply thst tho .lcvic0s rhould bo oporatod at thors l¡m¡ts. The tdblc of "Élcctricol Char6cteri¡t¡c¡" provi(lo3
conditron! l(tr gclu¡l (Jcvica oporðtion.

Nôto 2: C.rpJcil¡rìct rt ftuorantùod by p6riod¡c l6rtin9.
Notc 3:. CpO (loicrmine! ths no loDd 0c power con¡umption ol onv CMOS dovlce. Fol complolû oxplonrtlon los 54Cl74C F0mllv Charsctor¡¡ticl
¡ppl¡cdtion noto. ÂN-1)0.

Norc 4: 0,a rrco¡r¡rcrl in troo'¡¡r wirh dcvico ¡oldorod into printcd circuit boord.

100

90
oro



flc clrlctr¡cal cl¡aracteristics r, .' 2:1"C, CL - 50 pF, urrrr:s< olh¡rw s¡r s¡;ccificcl

PAllAtult:-l l-tl coNDr f ¡oNs M¡¡J TYP MAX UNIìS

lqox M¡rirnunr Clock FrrlqunocY

t,, tl Maxìn¡r¡rn Clock R¡ic or F¡ll Trme

rwR Re¡ct Pulse Width

tvrre Latch En¡trle Pulse W¡dlh

tse¡tcx,uel CIock to Latch En¿trle Set.Up T¡mc

trn Latch En¿ble to Beset

VJait Time

tser{a,rç¡ Feiet ro Latch €nôble SeÈUp Time

luux Mult¡plexingOutputFrequency

C,t Input Cãpacit¿nce

Vçç.5.0V, Tt-25'C
Sclu¿re fluve Clock Tr " 100'C

V"" = 50V

V.. = 5.0V It'25"C
T¡ = loo''c

v...- s.ov Tl - 2s'c
- Tl = 100"c

V." = S.oV Tl - 25'c
Tl'100'C

Vcc = 5.0V Tl " 25'C
T¡ = lo0'c

V.. = S.oV Tr'25"!
T¡ = loo"c

Vcc = 5.0V

Any Inptrt (Note 2)

2

'l.5

250

320

250

320

2300

3200

0

0

320

400

't 00

125

100

r 250
't600

-100
-r00

160

200

1000

5

il,lH ¿

Mll¿

pt

n5

n5

ñi

n5

ni

n5

ns

Hz

Þr
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typical performance characteristics
Typical Segñent Cu¡rent vt
OutFut Vo¡tsge

5.0- a.0 1.0 t.0

2¡00

200ù

r800

f50c

l¿00

r200

r000

¡00

600

400

200

E roo

Êro

Ê,0

I
-40

E

F

;
6
õ

=
=

=
E

¡

Maximum Power Diss¡pat¡on
vs Añbient Tenrperature

Typical Averago Scgment
Currenl vs Segment Resistor
V¡luo

0r02010a05060r0
SEGf;E8l 8tS¡S¡0R lt¡J

Note. Vp = Voltage across d¡git
driver.

MM74C926

=

-40 -20 0 20 40 60 E0 130

l^ -ÁM¡rÉÈT r€MPtEaTUFÉ { C'

logic and block diagrams
. MM74C925

OUI

D19t¡Y
sÉrtcl
t^taff

[ñÂ8t t

0n0

MM74C927 MM74C928

Ât5tl

0ùT

0r9t^t
!f Ltc f
tAtcd

tl¡l t t

¡lo

srttcr
t¡fcH

ttiar LI

qN0

Ycc ßtstl

crocx t^Tut;
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Sogmonl Outpur Drlvot Input Protoctlon

0Ec0!tÂ

time waveforms
lnput Wavofofmt Mult¡plexing Ourput Wavefo¡nrs

Segm6nt ldent¡f icalion

4
If,

Cariy-Out Waveforms

^*,J crcc,_f-l_l-l"l-lJ*Lrl
I lrþt/l¡ll ¡*l/lÍ

r___l Pr¡,4ce?5 | |*'--l *""ootJrr.,*, 
abt'!t9t-6cco n9t-@6

,Ë,E

t*tt3aLII|,;J
i ,,!,

I

'lHoct*lc

GLOCf

1^tft
ln¡!(f

iffl

Comnron Cathodo LEO Dirplay

t:t i_t iri l_rl
¡rct¡ca¡5
l!¡l¡c3¿t
!Nl{ct26

Í-
I

r
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APPINDIX F

DATA ON THI ANALOG St,JITCHTS

CD4O66BM /CD¿[O56BC quad bilateral sr¡ritch

general description
The CD4066BM/CD406úiC ¡s a ouad bílateral switch
intended for the transm¡ssion or multiplexing of analog
or digital signals. lt is pin-for-pin com,rat¡ble with
CD4016BM/CD40168C, but has a much lowcr "ON"
resistance, and "ON" resistance is relatively constant
over the input-signal range.

features
6 Wide supply voltage range 3V to 15V
a High noisc immunity 0.45 V¡g typ
r Wíde range of digital and +7.5 VPEAK

analog switching
¡¡ "ON" res¡stance for 1 5V operation 80fl typ
E Matched "ON" rcs¡stance over AR6¡ = 5Q typ

15V signal input
E "ON" res¡stance flat over peak-to-peak signal range

¡ Hish "ON"/"OFF" output voltage ratio 65 dB typ
@ f¡5 = 10 kHz, R¡ = 10 kQ

s High degree of linearity ( 0.4% distortion typ
@f¡t=1kHz,V¡5=5VP'P,

V¡9-V55=10V,R¡=10kO

6 Extremely tow "OFF" switch leakage ä., nO ,ro
@ VOO - V55 = 10V'

Ta = zs"c
E Extremely high control input 1012Q typ

impedance
s Low crosstalk between svritches -50 dB typ
' @f¡5=0'9MHz,R¡=1¡l¿
Ë Frequency response, switclì "ON" 40 MHz typ

applications
Ã Analog signal srvitching/multiplexing

o Signal gating

o Squelch control
o Chopper
o Modularor/Demodulator
c Commutating sw¡tch

r Díg¡tal signal switching/multiplexing
¡ Cl,4OS logic implernentation
I Analog-tod¡gital/d¡g¡1al-to-analog conversiun
B D¡9ital control of frequency, impedance, phase,

and analog-signal gain

schemat¡c and connection diagrams

tr¡/0uf

0 uf/ri

0ul/lx

r8/0ur

c0nrRor c

c0xlA0t c

vss

voo

c0ÈrR0t a

coflTRoL 0

ril/0ut

0uf¡il

0ut¡[

tfl/0uI

Dual-ln-Lino Peckage
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absolute nraximu¡l rat¡ngs

lNotcs 1 and 2)

Vgg Supply Voltirgo
VIN Inpul l'olt#Jo
Tg Stora6e TcmÞcraturo Ílsn$o
Pg Packagc Oissi,Et¡on
TL Lead Tempcrðtu.e {Solder¡ng, 'l O reconds}

dc electrical clraracteristics co¿oooBM (Note 2l

j

dc electricat characteristics cD4066Bc (rlotuzl

PARAMETER

vDD'5v
V99 - l0V
VDo - l5v

_O.SV ro +fBV
-O,sV to VDD + O.sV

+5'c ro +l50"C
5OO mlÀJ

300"c

operating conditions
(Notc 2)

VOD S0pply Volrago
VIN Input Voltaío
T¡ Operotrng I crnpetôturo Roñ0e

cD4066BM
cD4066BC

ì.YP

3V to 16V
OV 1o VDD

-55"c to +t25"C
-40"C to +85"C

UNITS

t.0

4.0

0.ol
0.0r
0.01

1.0

2.0

4.0

7.5

l5
30

yA
pA
yÃ,

PARAMÉTEB CONDITIONS UNITS
MIN MAX MIN TYP lilAX MIN ¡IlAX

IOD Ouiescent Device Current vDÞ = 5v
voD = tov
VoD = 15V

o.25

u.à

1.0

o.01

0.or

0.0r

0.5

7.5

t5

30

pA

IJA

¡rA

SIGNAL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

ROt'¡ "ON" Resistance

SRON ô"ON" Resi¡tance

uÉLrrEcr¡ ñ¡ry ¿ e¡ t

S$¡lches

lOff Input or Output Leakäge

Slvitch "OFF"

RL = 10 kfÌ
VC = VOO VSS Vis

. ¡.5V . -7.5V -7.5V to +7.5Y

tsv 0v 0V 10 15V

5V rSV -5V to +5V

10V 0V 0V to lov
2-5v -2-5v -2-5v ro +2.5v

5V 0V 0V 1o 5V

RL = 1o kf¿

VC = VDD VSS V¡s

7.5V -7.5V -7.5v to +7.5V

. lsv 0V 0V lo l5V

5V -5V -5V to +5V

lov 0V 0V to 10V

VDD VC = VSS Vis Yo¡
7.5V -7.5V 17.5V 0V

5V -5V !5V 0V

220

400

3000

i50

80

120

5

10

+ôl

!0.1

280

500

5000

!50

320

5500

+6nn

a

a

o

o

f¿

nA

nA

CONTROL INPUTS

VIL Low Level Input volrðge

High Level lnput Voltðge

Input Current

vtH

ltN

V¡s = VOO, Vos = VSS, lis S l0,rA
Voo=5v "
VoD = lov
VDo= t5v

VDO. 5V

V99 = 10V

VOO = 15V

V99-Vg5= l5V
VOo>v¡r>vSS
VDD>vC2VSS

1.5

3,0

4.0

3.5

7.0

| 1.0

r0. I

¿,za

4.5

6.75

2.75

5.5

8.25

lto-5

3.0

4.O

1.O

| 1.0

¡n I

1.5

3.0

4.0

7.O

'| 1.0

!1.0 IJA

Ouio¡ccnt Dcvicc Currcrrt
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dc electrical cl-raractcristics (cr¡ntinued) co406Gfjc (fJorc 2)

RL' lo t¡¿ .

vC = VDD VSS v¡s

7.5V -7.5V -7.5V to +7.5V

15V 0V 0V to lsv
5V -5V -5V to +5V

lov 0V 0V to 10V

25V -2.5v -2.5V (o +2.5V

5V 0V 0V to 5V

A, = lô LÕ

VC = VDD VSS V¡s

7.5V -7.5V -7.5V to +7.5V'

lsv 0V 0V ro lsv
5V -5V -5V ro +5V

IOV OV OV ro IOV

Vpg Vç = Y5g Vis Vot

7.5V -7.5V !7 .5V 0V

5V -5V t5V OV

SIGNAL INPUTS AND OIIÍPUTS

Rq¡ . "OlJ" flcsiilðnce

AROtr¡ A"ON"Resistance

. Eetween lxoy 2 of 4

S!vitches

.' 
-...

lgff Input or Output Leakage

Switch "OFF"

VIL Low Lcvel Inpur Voltage

Vl¡-t High Lcvel Inpur Voltage

Input Current

ac electrical characteristics

PARAMETER

lpHL, tpLH Prop¿gat¡on Delay fime Sign¿l

tnput to Signal Output

IPZH, IPZL Propagation Delay Time Control

Input to Signal Output lligh

lmpedance ro Logic¿l Level

rpHZ. tpLZ Propagalion Delðv Tinìc Coñlro¡

Input to Srgnal Outpul Logicðl

Levcl to High l¡npcdöncc

S¡ne W¿ve Drstortion

Frtquency Restronçe-Switclr

"ON" (Frrqudncv ot -3 dul

.- t

T d= ZS"C,tr = tf = 20 ns and V55 = 0V.unless otherw¡se specified

25

tc

t0

90

40

30

90

60

55

0.4

55

¿)

180

80

60

180

120

110

.¡lA

ns

nt

n5

n5

nf

nt

VC = VDO, CL = 50 pF, (Figure | )

VDO = 5V

VDD = l0V.'
Voo = t5v

H I = 10 kQ, CL = 50 pF, (Fìgures 2
and 3l
Voo = sv
Voo' tov
voo - t5v

Rt = tO rO, GL = 5 pF. (Figures ì
and 3)

VOD = 5V

Voo = tov
Voo' l5v

VC = VDO = 5V, V55 . -5Y,
RL - lOrt¡.Vir" 5VÞp, I - I kH¡,

lFigure 4)

VC ' Vr¡O -. 5V, V5g . -5V,
R¡-lkfl,V,r"5Vpp,
?0 LoglO Vos/V,s " - 3 dB, (Figiltë 4l

1tv - | tru.J

V¡s = VDD, Vos = VSS, l¡5 ! 10¡iA
VDD = 5V

VDD = l0V
VoD = lsv
Voo' 5v
V99 = lOV

Voo = tsv

V99-vg5='¡5Y
Vgp)V¡5)Vgg
VDD>VC>VSS
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ac clectrical charactcr istícs (conrinuc<l)

TA- 25"C,1¡ .. t1= 26 ns anrJ V55 = 0V unlcss orhcrwiso specilicd

Note 1Ì "Absolule f,laximum R¿t¡ngs" are those values beyoôd which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are notmeant 10 ¡mp¡v that the d¿v¡ces should bc operaled at theæ lim¡ts. The lables of "Recommenoecf oferating condirioôs,,and ,,Ëlec(rical
Characteristics" orov¡de conditions for actual device operation,
Nol€ 2: VSS = 0V unless othemise spec¡f ¡cd
Noto 3: These devices should not be conñected to c¡rcu¡ts with the power ,,ON-.
Noto 4: In all cases, there is approx¡m¡tely 5 pF of probe and jig c¡pac¡tonce on rhe ôurpur; however, thrs capac¡tance is included inC¡ wherever ¡r is sÉ,ec¡f¡ed.

ac test circuits and switehing time wavefo¡Tns
vc'voo

YoD

YE

!v

voo
vos

w

FIGURE 1. tpHL. tpLH Propagarion Delay Tinæ Sigml Inpur io Sign8l Ourput

voH
vos

-n* rt^
FfGURE 2. tpZH,tpüZ Propûgation Dslay T¡mo Control to Signat Ourput

IPZ!

tPHz

IPLz

FANAI]'ETER coN()trroNs ùilN IYP UNI TS

F¡r!(,¡lrrou'Jlr - Sv¿¡tcl¡''OF F"
(Frcqur:ncy ar -S0 dBl

Cro3!t¡lk Borwcen 
^ny 

Twô

Sw¡rch {Frequercy ðr -.50 dBl

Crorilôlk: Controt lôpu! ro

Srgnal Ourput

M¡xiñum Control InFUt

F¡equency ll ar Vor.
112 VO}e.pl

C,s Signâ¡ lnpur C¿oacirance

COS Sign¿l Ourput C¿pacirånce

Cioc Feed(hrough C¿p¿c¡r¿ncc

Cl¡l Control Input ulacirance

VDO'5V,VC"VSS--5V.
RL " t Lll. V,! - 5 Vp.p. 20 Lo€to.
Votlvit - -5O ttB, (F igtro 4l

voo. VC{l} . sv; VSS. Vç¡2¡ " -5V.
RL. I kn. V¡r{Al ' 5 Vp p.20 Loqto,
Vos{21lVii(ì) - -.50 d8,
(F¡gu¡e 5)

VOD = 10V, R¡ - l0 kfl,
Rltt = t tll, VCC. l0V Squarc Wave.
(Figurc 6)

RL . I kfl, CL . 50 pF, (Figu¡e 7)

VDo - sv
VOO = lov
vgp = l5V

400

6.0

8.0

I

0.5

nq

Mtl¿

MH¡

mvP'P

MH¿

MH¿

M Ìl¿

pF

pF

pF

gF

lpzH

"oo 
-----i¡FL

vÊ lñ
*__-Ïl

"rr:*--fr
"0,----l

FIGUnE 3. tpZL.lpLZ Proprgotlon Dotdy Tlm€ Cont.ol to Sion¡l Ourpur

al VgO
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coNIR0L vOO

,"l,fl"a* o'r'
vss

ac test c¡rcuits and switching time waveforn'ìs (continucrr)

VC " VOO for distortion ðnd frcquency response tes¡t
VC - VSS for lecdrhrough rest

vcnl " vDD

VC

vts'voo

FIGURE 4. Sing W¡vo D¡stortion, Fre<¡uoncy Flcsponso and Foedth.ough

.2.5V

vts¡l 0v

-25V

FIGUBE 5. Crostalk Botvroen Any Two Sw¡tch6

voo
UC

0v

voo
V6

0v

. l0Í4 ^..,'s,lrcnEs ""'
vss

FIGURE 6. Crosstðlk: Control Input to S¡gnal Output

C0ffTlì01 VO¡

',vour r*1,!lf* ourart

vss +cL

ï'0"

FIGUnÉ 7. M¡riñum Control Input Froquuncy
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typical pcrlornrarrce cllaracteristics
"ON" Ro¿irtâñco vr Sionsl
Volto¡o lor f 

^' 
25'C

-8-6 -4-2 0 2 1 5 I
SIGHAt V0tTAGE {v¡gl {V}

"ON" flesistðnco 6s a Funct¡on
ol Tompcratúre for
Vgp-Vg5=10V

IA - 'l?5"C t-ri
fÂ..2s c I i
| | ç-4T1| | | ¡_r-.jj

I tjr-
JJ+fùi

rq'.-15 9 | TINT
.-6-61-202468

stGÍÂL v0rlÁGE lvtsl (vl

spec¡al considerations
In applications where separate power sources are used
to drive V¡¡ and the signal input, the Vg¡ current
capability should exceed Vp¡/R¡ (RL = effective
external load of the 4 CD4066BM/CD4066BC bilareral
sn,itches). This provision avoids any permanent curlent
flow or clamp action on the VDD supply when polver is

applied or removed from CD4066BM/CD40668C.

ln ccrtain applications, the external load-res¡stor current
may include both Vgp and signal-line compon€nts. To

"ON" Ro:ist¡nco ¡5 s Fudct¡on
ol Tomporaturo lor
V99-V55-ltiV

-6-{-2 0 Z 4 6

SlGllAL v0LlAGE (v¡51 {vl

-ON" flssi¡tance as a Funct¡on
of T€mperaturo for
Vpp-V55-5V

-61-2 0 2 | 6 I
SUtPIY vOLTAGE {vtS) tvl

avoid drawing Vp¡ current when switch current flows
into lerminals 7 , 4, I or I 1 , the voltage drop across thc
biclirectional switch must notexceecl 0.6V at T4 < 25"C,
or O.4V at TA > 25oC (calculated from Rg¡ values
shown).

No Vgp current w¡ll flow through RL ¡f thc swilch
current f¡ows into terminals 2, 3, 9 or '10.

È {00

fr 200

i lso

'- ?00

ì 40î
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; 100

* rso

! zoo

I: roo
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Ê {00
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.E2oo
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¡ l0C
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,r, I-n;
t25
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+
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I

I + þ
I

I
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-55-C
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APPTNDIX G

CALIBRATION OF THT SYNTHESIZER

Calibration of the circuitry as well as some simple modi-

fications are very easy to penform. If the front pane'l is unscrewed

and lifted off of the base, one will find the main circuit board

attached to the front panel with the IC side facing outward. Besìdes

the IC's, there are also a number of ten-turn trimpots and accessible

circuit test points (see Appendix D for locations) on this sjde of

the board. Before beginning calibration, one should first turn on

the power switch a¡rci let the circuit stand for about 10 or 15 minutes

to enable all of the components to stabilize at their final operating

temperature. It should be noted that actually the only part of the

circuit that requires a warm-up time for optimum accuracy is the

samp'le time control. The design of the circuit is such that, in
generaì, if part of the circuit should drift because of temperature,

aging or any other cause, this change will be reflected immediately

by a change in the corresponding display.value and the operator can

compensate for the drift by readjusting the appropriate potentÍometer

on the front paneì.

Cal ibration Procedure

I To test point 6, attach a timing instrument that is adiusted

to measure the duration of single positive pulses. Adiust trimpot 5

so that the timer reading is exactly.5 seconds. This calibrates the

timer in the sampìe time control circuit.
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II Attach a DC voltmeter to test point 3. Rotate both notes

per minute pane'l pots fu1ly counter-clockwise. Adjust trÍmpot 4 so

that the voitrneter reading is 4.85 volts. This is the upper voitage

limit of the línear portion of the clock VCO.

Adjust the panel pots so that the voltage at test point 3

is 4.8 volts. To test point 2, attach a timing instrument that is

adiusted to start and stop timing on the rising edge of the signaì

in order to determine the duration of a singìe complete cycle.

Adiust trimpot 3 so that the timer reading is the time of the lowest

notes per minute value desired. For example, at 30 notes per minute

the timer would read 2 seconds. The lower limit of the notes per

minute control is now set. The upper limit is fixed at approximately

10 times the lower limit.

III l.lith the equipment stijl connected as in II, adjust the

notes per minute panel pots so that the timing instrument reads

exactly 1 second. Attach a frequency counter to test point 1 and

adiust trimpot 2 so that the frequency is exactly 100H2. The duration

readouts are now calibrated to read in percent of the notes per

minute readout.

IV Attach an AC voltmeter to test point 9 and note the reading"

Attach the AC voltmeter to test point 10 and adjust the secondary

amplìtude paneì pots so that the vojtage reading at test point 10 is

the same for test point 9. Attach a DC vol'l-;neter to test point B.

Adjust trimpot 7 for a reading of 4 volts. The amplitude display
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interface VCO control voltage is now set for opt'intum use of the VCO

I inear region.

l,lithout readjusting anything, attach a frequency counter to

test point 7. Adjust trimpot 6 so that the frequency output is exactly

200 Hz. The amplitude display interface is now calibrated.

V Redo i.
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APPENDI X H

CONTROL PANEL OF SYNTHTSIZER
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